Internal chemical bonding in solutions of simple phosphates and vanadates.
The chemical bonding within structurally related phosphates and vanadates in aqueous solution is compared on the basis of vibrational frequencies obtained by classical Raman spectroscopy. To do this, an empirical relationship between the stretching frequency of P-O and P-OH or P-OR groups and bond strength is developed such that the sum of the PO bond strengths, expressed in terms of average number of electron pairs per bond, is as close as possible to 5.0 for phosphoric acid and various anions and esters thereof. The same approach is used for the corresponding vanadates. The internal bonding in phosphates involves a greater bond strength for P-OH and a smaller strength for P-O than might be expected from a simple consideration of canonical resonance forms. In vanadates, V-OH and V-O are closer to single and double bonds, respectively, than in phosphates, and the force constant for V = O is considerably smaller than for P = O, although that for V-OH and P-OH is similar. Since treating the P-O and V-O groups of simple tetrahedral phosphates and vanadates as independent diatomic oscillators provides good correlations between the respective frequencies and bond strengths, the same correlations are used to approximate the expected stretching frequencies for distorted phosphates and vanadates. The distortions considered are those that presumably characterize associative and dissociative transition states for a concerted transfer of the (PO3-) fragment of a dianionic phosphate group between donor and acceptor oxygens with similar character.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)